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Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is a well-known low power design technique that reduces the processor energy
by slowing down the DVS processor and stretching the task execution time. But in a DVS system consisting of a
DVS processor and multiple devices, slowing down the processor increases the device energy consumption and
thereby the system-level energy consumption. In this paper, we first use system-level energy consideration to
derive the ’optimal’ scaling factor by which a task should bescaled if there are no deadline constraints. Next, we
develop dynamic task scheduling algorithms that make use ofdynamic processor utilization and optimal scaling
factor to determine the speed setting of a task. We present algorithm duEDF which reduces the CPU energy
consumption, and algorithmduSYSand its reduced preemption version,duSYSPC, which reduce the system-
level energy. Experimental results on the Video-Phone taskset show that when the CPU power is dominant,
algorithmduEDFresults in up to 45% energy savings compared to the non-DVS case. When the CPU power and
device power are comparable, algorithmsduSYSandduSYSPC achieve up to 25% energy saving compared to
CPU energy-efficient algorithmduEDF, and up to 12% energy saving over the non-DVS scheduling algorithm.
However, if the device power is large compared to the CPU power, then we show that a DVS scheme does not
result in lowest energy. Finally, a comparison of the performance of algorithmsduSYSandduSYSPC show that
preemption control has minimal effect on system level energy reduction.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.1 [Operating Systems]: Process Management—Scheduling

General Terms: Algorithms

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Dynamic task scheduling,energy minimization, optimal scaling factor, DVS
system, real-time

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth in the portable and mobile real-time device market, reducing the
energy consumption to extend the battery lifetime has become an important design metric.
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is a well-known technique in low power design that trades
off performance for power consumption by lowering the operating voltage/frequency. It
achieves significant power saving due to the quadratic relationship between voltage and
dynamic power.

In recent years, there has been significant amount of work done in energy efficient task
scheduling for DVS processors. The work can be classified into static scheduling algo-
rithms [Yao et al. 1995; Quan and Hu 2001; Jejurikar and Gupta2004; Jejurikar et al.
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2004] based on apriori task information, two-phase algorithms [Shin et al. 2000; Krishna
and Lee 2000; Gruian 2001; Shin et al. 2001; Jejurikar and Gupta 2005] that operate in
two phases: an off-line phase (based onWCETor other execution time estimates) followed
by an online phase where the slack is greedily absorbed, and purely dynamic algorithms
[Yao et al. 1995; Shin and Choi 1999; Kim et al. 2002] that onlyoperate in the online
phase. Most of these techniques absorb the system slack greedily to reduce the processor
operating voltage and thereby reduce the CPU dynamic power consumption.

Now consider the DVS system shown in Fig 1 which consists of a DVS processor inter-
acting with other devices such as memory, flash drive, wireless interface, etc. Extending
the execution time of a task by voltage/frequency scaling results in a reduction in the CPU
dynamic power consumption but also results in an increase inthe device energy consump-
tion. The system-level energy, which is the sum of the CPU energy and the device energy,
is a convex function of the scaling factor [Irani et al. 2003], and thus there exists a speed
setting for which the system-level energy is minimum.

Fig. 1. System schematic

Recently, there has been some effort in developing task scheduling algorithms that mini-
mize the system-level energy consumption [Jejurikar et al.2004; Jejurikar and Gupta 2005;
Kim et al. 2004; Choi and Chang 2004]. These include algorithms that procrastinate the
execution of tasks in a static schedule[Jejurikar et al. 2004] and dynamic schedule [Je-
jurikar and Gupta 2005], an algorithm that reduces the number of preemptions in a dy-
namic schedule [Kim et al. 2004], and an algorithm that jointly considers the CPU and
memory frequency [Choi and Chang 2004].

In this paper, we present low complexity dynamic task scheduling algorithms that min-
imize system-level energy for a DVS processor based system.This is an extension of the
work that was presented in [Zhuo and Chakrabarti 2005]. We first make use of the convex-
ity of the system-level energy curve to derive theoptimal scaling factorby which a task
should be scaled to minimize energy (if there are no deadlineconstraints). While the same
concept has been introduced in [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004; Jejurikar et al. 2004] ascritical
speed, we present a detailed analytical analysis to help understand the contribution of the
different components. Next, we introduce a speed setting method based on processor uti-
lization and remaining workload estimation, and use it in conjunction with optimal scaling
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factor to derive dynamic task scheduling algorithms. We propose algorithmduEDFwhich
reduces the CPU energy consumption more efficiently (up to 45% energy savings com-
pared to non-DVS scheduling) and with lower complexity compared tolpSEH[Kim et al.
2002] (which achieves the near optimal energy savings [Kim et al. 2002]). We also propose
algorithmsduSYSand its reduced preemption version,duSYSPC, for system-level energy
efficiency. Simulations on a randomized version of the Video-Phone task set show that
when the CPU power and device power are comparable, algorithmsduSYSandduSYSPC
achieve large energy savings (up to 25%) compared to the CPU energy-efficient algorithm
duEDF, and up to 12% over the non-DVS scheduling algorithm. In fact, if the device
power is large compared to the CPU power, then we show that a DVS scheme does not
result in lowest energy. Finally, a comparison of the performance of algorithmsduSYS
andduSYSPC show that preemption control has minimal effect on system level energy
reduction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The paper begins with preliminaries like
task definitions, DVS system configuration and calculation of optimal speed setting in
Section 2. In Section 3.1, an efficient dynamic task scheduling algorithm for systems with
dominant CPU energy is proposed. In Section 3.2, dynamic task scheduling algorithms
that reduce system-level energy are presented. The random simulation results are included
in Section 4. The related work is described in Section 5. The paper is concluded in Section
6.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Task Definition

In this paper, we consider periodic tasks in which the relative deadline of a task is equal
to its period, and the first instance of each periodic task is released at time 0. Table I lists
the task parameters used in this paper. A periodic taskT [k] has periodP[k] and worst case
execution timeWCET[k]. The execution ofT [k] requires one or more devices. We define
this set of devices asΦ[k]. The optimal scaling factor that minimizes the system energy
consumption while executingT [k] is θ[k]. All task execution times are defined according to
the highest frequency of the DVS processor.

There are multiple instances of each task, and each instancehas the same worst case
execution time and period, but has different arrival time, deadline and actual execution
time. To make the notation simple, we relabel all task instances in the scheduling profile
by labelJ indexed by a number indicating the order of execution. For instance, in Fig 2,
taskJ1 is the first instance ofT [1], J2 is the first instance ofT [2], J3 is the second instance of
T [1], etc.J2 is preempted by taskJ3 and resumes afterJ3 finishes; the resumed part is still
deemed as part ofJ2 and not given a new label. Since taskJ3 is the second instance of task
T [1], its period isP3 = 2min,WCET3 = 0.85min, arrival time isai = 2min and deadline is
di = 4min.

2.2 DVS System Configuration

Consider a typical DVS system that consists of one DVS processor andN devices denoted
byD1, D2,..,DN. The DVS processor can operate at different frequency and voltage settings
in the active mode. For example, the Intel processor PXA270 (based on Xscale) can operate
at 5 frequency levels ranging from 208MHz to 624MHz [Intel Corp. 2004]. We assume that
a change in frequency is accompanied by a change in voltage, and of course, current. The
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Table I. Summary of task parameters
T [k] thek− th periodic task in the task set.
P[k] the period of taskT [k].
WCET[k] the worst case execution time of taskT [k] when operated at the highest frequency.
Φ[k] the set of all required devices of taskT [k].
θ[k] the scaling factor that minimizes the system energy consumption while executing taskT [k].

Ji the i− th task in the scheduling profile.
WCETi the worst case execution time ofJi when operated at the highest frequency,WCETi =WCET[k]

if Ji ∈ T [k].
Pi the period ofJi , Pi = P[k] if Ji ∈ T [k].
Φi the set of all required devices ofJi , Φi = Φ[k] if Ji ∈ T [k].
θi the optimal scaling factor ofJi , θi = θ[k] if Ji ∈ T [k].
ai the arrival time ofJi , ai = (x−1)×P[k] if Ji is thex− th instance ofT [k].
di the deadline ofJi , di = ai +Pi .
AETi the actual execution time ofJi when operated at the highest frequency.

Fig. 2. Illustration of task definitions

devices (e.g. SDRAM, Flash Drive, etc.), on the other hand, operate at a single frequency
and voltage in the active mode. Table II lists the parametersused to define the DVS system.

Table II. Parameters of a DVS system

s the scaling factor of a task running on the DVS processor.s=
fcpu(1)
fcpu(s)

, s≥ 1

fcpu(s) the operating frequency of the DVS processor for scaling factor s
Pdyn(s) the dynamic power of the DVS processor when operating at frequency fcpu(s)
Pstatic the static power (active state) of the DVS processor
Pcpu(s) the power of the DVS processor at frequencyfcpu(s), Pcpu(s) = Pdyn(s)+Pstatic

Edyn(s) the processor dynamic energy consumption when executing a task at frequencyfcpu(s)
Estatic(s) the processor static energy consumption (active state) when executing a task at frequency

fcpu(s)
Ecpu(s) the total processor energy consumption when executing a task at frequencyfcpu(s)
Θ the optimal scaling factor for a processor, i.e.Ecpu(Θ) = min(Ecpu(s)).

Pstd
j the standby power of deviceD j

Estd
j the standby energy of deviceD j , Estd

j = Pstd
j · τ̄, whereτ̄ is the time during whichD j is on

Eact
j the active energy of deviceD j

2.2.1 DVS Processor Energy Model.The power dissipation of a CMOS circuit can
be broken down into: (1)dynamicpower dissipation which is related to the switching
activity and the operating voltage, (2)staticpower dissipation which is independent of the
switching activity.
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The dynamic power is calculated byPdyn = αCLV2 f , whereα is the switching proba-
bility, CL is the load capacitance,V is the voltage andf is the frequency. While frequency
scaling in a DVS processor does not affectα andCL, frequency scaling by a factor ofs
causes voltage to scale by a factor ofs, the dynamic current to scale by a factor ofs2, and
the dynamic power to scale by a factor ofs3. ThusPdyn(s) = s−3Pdyn(1), wherePdyn(1) is
the dynamic power when there is no frequency scaling (corresponding tos= 1).

The static powerPstatic is defined as the sum of gate leakage power and the power con-
sumption due to non-scalable components of the processor such as PLL circuitry and I/O
subsystems [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004]. While the leakage power changes linearly with
the voltage, the intrinsic power due to PLL circuitry and I/Osubsystems is independent of
the voltage [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004].

In the following analytical analysis, we make the simplifying assumption thatPstatic

is a constant. This simplification is justified by the close match between the data sheet
curves of real DVS processors and the analytical curves (as will be shown in Section 2.3).
Throughout the paper, we use the data sheet curves, and this simplifying assumption does
not impact any of the findings.

2.2.2 Device Energy Model.We assume that the devices have three modes of opera-
tions: active, standby(idle) and off. IfD j is required during the processing of a task, then
when the task is being executed, the device consumes standbypowerPstd

j as well as active

powerPact
j , and when the task is preempted, it only consumes standby powerPstd

j . If D j is

not required, its power consumptionPo f f
j = 0. Also, there is an energy overhead when the

device transitions from one mode to the other.

Active energy: Assume that an access to deviceD j consumes energyEact
j , which is a

constant. In reality,Eact
j would depend on the type of access. LetNi, j be the number

of access to deviceD j during execution of taskJi . Then the total active energy ofD j

consumed during execution of taskJi is given byEact
j ×Ni, j . SinceEact

j is constant and
Ni, j is constant, the active energy of a device is independent of the frequency and voltage
of the processor.

Standby energy: Since the device operates at a fixed frequency and voltage, the standby
powerPstd

j is assumed to be constant. The standby energy consumption iscalculated by

Estd
j = Pstd

j × τ̄, whereτ̄ is the time duration for which this device is on. If the frequency
of the DVS processor is scaled by a factor ofs, the task execution time and̄τ are extended
by s, and standby energyEstd

j increases bys.

The synchronous memory in [Choi and Chang 2004] is an exampleof such a device. If
the frequency of the memory is fixed, then the memory energy consumption consists of a
part that is independent of the CPU frequency (similar to andEact

j ) and a part that is linear

with the CPU frequency (similar toEstd
j ) [Choi and Chang 2004].

2.3 Optimal Scaling Factor

The dynamic energy consumption of the CPU decreases with frequency/voltage scaling.
But scaling down the voltage does not always translate to lowering the total energy con-
sumption. This is because lowering the voltage also resultsin increased execution time,
which causes greater static energy (for CPU) and standby energy (for device) consumption.

In the rest of this section, we determine the maximum scalingfactor of a DVS system
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that results in minimum system-level energy when there are no deadline constraints. We
call this scaling factor theoptimal scaling factor. If we only consider the energy con-
sumption of the DVS processor, the optimal scaling factor isonly dependent on the CPU
characteristics and is denoted byΘ. When we consider the total system energy consump-
tion, the optimal scaling factor is dependent not only on theCPU but also on the devices
required by the task. We denote the optimal scaling factor for taskT [k] asθ[k] (and for task
Ji asθi).

Optimal scaling factor for CPU:Consider scheduling of a taskJi with arbitraryWCETi
andAETi (AETi ≤ WCETi), but no deadline constraint. When the taskJi is scaled by a
factors, its execution times are extended by the factors. The corresponding CPU dynamic
energy consumption is given by

Edyn(s) = Pdyn(s)×
(

s×AETi
)

= s−2×Pdyn(1)×AETi = s−2×Edyn(1) (1)

and the static energy consumption of the CPU is given by

Estatic(s) = Pstatic×
(

s×AETi
)

= s×Pstatic×AETi = s×Estatic(1) (2)

The total energy consumption of the CPU is the sum of the dynamic energy and the
static energy.

Ecpu(s) = Edyn(s)+Estatic(s) =
(

s−2×Pdyn(1)+s×Pstatic
)

×AETi (3)

DefineQdyn(s)= s−2×Pdyn(1), Qstatic(s)= s×Pstatic, andQcpu(s)= Qdyn(s)+Qstatic(s).
ThenEcpu(s) = Qcpu(s)×AETi and the value ofs that minimizesQcpu(s) will also mini-
mizeEcpu(s). The functionQcpu(s) is convex because its second derivativeQ′′

cpu(s) exists
andQ′′(s) ≥ 0 (note thatPdyn(1) ≥ 0 ands≥ 1). The optimal scaling factor,Θ, can thus
be obtained by settingQ′

cpu(s) = (−2)×Pdyn(1)× s−3 + Pstatic = 0. The optimal scaling
factor is thus

Θ =
(2×Pdyn(1)

Pstatic

)1/3
(4)

From Eqn (4), we seeΘ is a function ofPdyn(1) andPstatic. The dynamic power con-
sumptionPdyn(1) is proportional to the switching activityα, which may vary from task to
task. Thus strictly speaking, the optimal scaling factor istask dependent. To simplify our
analysis, we assume thatPdyn(1) andPstatic are constant, and soΘ is constant for a given
processor.

Fig 3 showsQcpu(s) of a processor withPdyn(1) = 500mW andPstatic = 200mW. Con-
vexity similar to Fig 3 have also been reported in [Jejurikarand Gupta 2004], [Irani
et al. 2003] and [Zhai et al. 2004]. The optimal scaling factor for this configuration is

Θ =
(

2×500
200

)1/3
= 1.71.

For a real processor, we can use the data sheet to determineΘ . Table III shows the
Qcpu(s) values of two real DVS processors: processor OMAP5912 from TI [Texas Instru-
ments Inc. 2004] and processor PXA270 from Intel [Intel Corp. 2004]. Based on the fre-
quency and power levels in the data sheets (the data sheet of OMAP5912 has been obtained
from actual measurements), the values of ofQcpu(s) is obtained bys×Pcpu(s). TheQcpu(s)
data of the two processors show very different trends. WhileQcpu(s) of OMAP5912 re-
duces as the scaling factor increases,Qcpu(s) of PXA270 first reduces and then increases.
Consequently, the optimal scaling factor of OMAP5912 corresponds to the lowest fre-
quency, and the optimal scaling factorΘ of PXA270 occurs at an intermediate frequency.
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Fig. 3. Plot of Qcpu(s) vs. scaling factors:
Pdyn(1)=500mW,Pstatic=200mW,Θ=1.71

Table III. Qcpu calculation of processors (a)
OMAP5912 (b) PXA270

(a) TI OMAP5912
s 1 1.14 1.33 1.6 2

fcpu(s)(MHz) 192 168 144 120 96
Pcpu(s)(mW) 270 215 160 120 80
Qcpu(s)(mW) 270 245.7 213.3 192 160

(b) Intel PXA270
s 1 1.2 1.5 2 3

fcpu(s)(MHz) 624 520 416 312 208
Pcpu(s)(mW) 925 747 570 390 279
Qcpu(s)(mW) 925 896.4 855 780 837

The difference in this trend can be attributed to the relative contribution ofQstatic andQdyn.
For instance, for the OMAP5912 processor,Qstatic is significantly smaller thanQdyn in the
region of operation, and so the lowest value ofQcpu occurs at the largest value ofs.

Optimal scaling factor for CPU + Devices:Now consider a system with CPU and a set of
devices. The total energy consumption of the system isEcpu(s)+ Edev(s), whereEcpu(s)
is the CPU energy, andEdev(s) is the total device energy. Since different tasks trigger
different sets of devices, the optimal scaling factor for each task is different. Defineθ[k]

to be the optimal scaling factor of a task which minimizes thesystem energy when there
are no deadline constraints.θ[k] is determined off-line and is calculated only once for each
periodic taskT [k]. The procedure is described below.

Assume that a single task instanceJi (Ji ∈ T [k]) is active and it is scaled by factors. Then
the system energy during the execution ofJi is

E(s) =
(

Pdyn(s)+Pstatic
)

×s×AETi +P[k]
dev×s×AETi +Eact

=
(

s−2×Pdyn(1)+s×
(

Pstatic+P[k]
dev

)

)

AETi +Eact (5)

where P[k]
dev = ∑D j∈Φ[k] Pstd

j is the total standby energy of all required devices,Eact =

∑D j∈Φ[k](Eact
j ·Ni, j) is the total active energy of all required devices, andNi, j is the number

of access to deviceD j during execution of taskJi .

Let Q(s) = s−2×Pdyn(1)+s×
(

Pstatic+P[k]
dev

)

. ThenE(s) = Q(s)×AETi +Eact. Since
AETi for a task is fixed andEact is constant, the value ofs that minimizesQ(s) will also
minimizeE(s). The functionQ(s) is convex and we can easily find its minimum by de-
termining the value ofs for which Q′(s) = 0. This value ofs is referred to as theoptimal
scaling factorθ[k] for taskT [k].

θ[k] =
( 2×Pdyn(1)

Pstatic+P[k]
dev

)1/3
(6)

Thus for every task, there is an optimal scaling factor for which the total energy (CPU +
device) is minimized. Note that different task instances ofthe same periodic task may have
different density of access, which could lead to differentEact (see equation (5)). However
the value ofEact is independent of scaling, and so it does not impact the optimal scaling
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factor.
From equation (6), we see that ifPstatic+P[k]

dev≥ 2Pdyn(1), thenθ[k] ≤ 1. In such cases,

the voltage/frequency should not be scaled. IfPstatic+P[k]
dev<< 2Pdyn(1), the CPU energy

dominates, and we can ignore the device energy during task scheduling. Section 3.1 de-
scribes a dynamic task scheduling algorithm for such a scenario. If CPU and device energy
are comparable, the optimal scaling factorθ plays an important role. Section 3.2 describes
task scheduling algorithms for such cases.
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(a) OMAP5912 based DVS system
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Fig. 4. Plot of Q(s) vs s for differentPstd: (a) CPU is OMAP5912 (b) CPU is PXA270

Since most DVS processors operate on a limited set of voltageand frequency levels, we
can graphically find the optimal scaling point for each task.Fig 4 illustrates the variation of
Q(s) with s for a DVS system that consists of a DVS processor and devices with different
standby power. For the OMAP5912 based DVS system shown in Fig4.(a), whenPstd = 0,
the optimal scaling factor is actually the CPU optimal scaling factor, i.e. θ[k] = Θ = 2
(the value ofΘ is also given in Table III(a)); whenPstd = 0.1W, the optimal scaling factor
is θ[k] = 1.33; whenPstd is 0.2W (such as SDRAM [Micro Technology Inc. ]),θ[k] = 1.
Thus we see that as the device standby power increases, the scaling factor reduces. Also if
the device standby power is significant, as in PXA270 based system or OMAP5912 based
system withPstd = 0.2W, then a non-DVS setting (s= 1) is most energy efficient.

3. ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe task scheduling algorithms, for the case when the CPU energy
is significantly higher than the device energy (Section 3.1), and for the case when the
device energy consumption is significant (Section 3.2).

We use the following definitions in the algorithm description.

• RunQ: the run queue containing all released tasks (withai ≤ t, ai is arrival time,t is
current time point).

• Jact: the active task executed by the processor.

• Jhigh: the task with the highest priofity in theRunQ.

• µ: the static processor utilization (EDF) overmperiodic tasks, defined byµ= ∑m
k=1

WCET[k]

P[k] .
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3.1 Dynamic Task Scheduling With Minimum CPU Energy

In this section, we describe a task scheduling algorithm that minimizes the CPU energy
consumption. This is applicable to systems where the CPU energy is significantly higher
than the device energy.

3.1.1 Dynamic Processor Utilization.There are two important properties about EDF
schedulability and energy efficiency that are used to derivethe dynamic utilizationdu(t).
We know that for a periodic task set in which the relative deadline of each task is equal
to its period and each periodic task releases the first instance at time 0, the sufficient and
necessary condition for EDF schedulability is processor utilizationµ≤ 1 [Krishna and Shin
1997]. Furthermore, for a task set satisfying the conditionµ≤ 1, the optimal scaling factor
to minimize the energy consumption while meeting all deadlines is constant and equal to
µ−1 [Aydin et al. 2001].

We propose a concept calleddynamic processor utilizationwhich lets the active taskJact

absorb all the available slack provided that the remaining tasks can be scaled by a factor
not less than theµ−1.

In order to calculate dynamic processor utilization, consider the time interval from cur-
rent timet to dact (the deadline of the active taskJact). Let Γact be the set of tasks whose
arrival time is less thandact (ai < dact). This includes tasks that have been preempted by
Jact and also tasks that arrive in[t,dact] but does not includeJact. In the interval[t,dact],
the total workload that needs to be finished is

(

WCETact −EXact
)

+WΓ, where the term
(

WCETact−EXact
)

is the remaining execution time ofJact, andWΓ is the workload from
task setΓact.

WΓ = ∑
∀Ji∈Γact

max
(

0,
WCETi
di −ai

×
(

min(dact,di)−ai
)

−EXi

)

(7)

whereEXi (of taskJi) is the the workload that has already been executed before timet.
We first guarantee that the workload ofΓact is executed by scaling factorµ−1. Only then

can the remaining slack be absorbed byJact. The dynamic utilization when executingJact

is given by

du(t) =
WCETact−EXact

dact− t−µ−1×WΓ
(8)

The scaling factor due to dynamic utilization is given bysdu(t) = 1
du(t) . Note that the

above procedure does not push the workload in[t,dact] to be executed afterdact, or borrow
slack from workload assigned to> dact (this is ensured by the max operation in Equation
(8)). Fig 5 illustrates the computation ofdu(t) for taskJact = T [1]. Fig 5(a) shows how
the task densities of each task contribute to the static utilization µ. Fig 5(b) shows the
amount of workload that needs to be computed in duration[t,dact]. Note that tasks in the
setΓact whose deadline is greater thandact are also guaranteed utilizationµ at t ≥ dact. Fig
5(c) shows how the slack is absorbed byT [1] after guaranteeing that tasks inΓact maintain
utilizationµ.

3.1.2 Algorithm duEDF. In this paper, our goal is to develop dynamic task schedul-
ing algorithms that (i) schedule the task set feasibly, and (ii) minimize the CPU energy
consumption. Recall that in dynamic scheduling theAET of the task set is not known
apriori.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of dynamic utilization:(a) The contribution of each task to the static utilizationµ; the height of
each task bar is its task density; (b) The total workload which should be finished in duration[t,dact]. The plain
grey bars are the tasks that have been executed beforet. The darker patterned bars are the tasks which could be
executed afterdact; (c) Allocation of all the slack to the active taskT [1] while keeping the speed of other tasks as
µ−1.

We use the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) strategy to determineJact from theRunQ. The
scaling factorsact of Jact is determined based on the deadline/execution time of the tasks in
RunQ, and is not changed untilRunQis updated. Every time a new task is released or the
currentJact finishes,RunQis updated and the active taskJact is re-selected.

The scaling factor forJact is given by

sact(t) = min
(

max
(

sdu(t),µ
−1),Θ

)

(9)

where the first itemsdu(t) is the scaling factor if only slack during[t,dact] is considered,
the second itemµ−1 is the system-level reference scaling factor based on static utilization,
and the third itemΘ is the scaling factor if only the CPU energy is considered. Since our
goal is to generate a valid schedule that results in minimum energy consumption, we take
the minimum of these two terms as the final scaling factor ofJact. The dynamic scheduling
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

3.1.3 Illustrative Example 1.A simple task set with tasksT [1], T [2], T [3] and utilization
µ= 1 is given in Table IV. Each task instance of the same periodictask is assumed to have
the sameAET. We assume that the CPU can be continuously scaled between [1,3] and that
Pdyn(1) = 500mW andPstatic = 200mW. For such a processor,Θ = 1.71 (refer to Fig 3 in
Section 2.3).

Table V lists the calculation for each task instance, where itemt is the start time,du(t) is
the dynamic utilization given by equation (8), ands is the scaling factor of the active task.
The final task profile is given in Fig 6(e).

Next we compare the performance ofduEDF with the following three existing algo-
rithms: 1)lppsEDF[Shin et al. 2000] which implements slack lookahead as well as slack
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm duEDF

while there exist tasksdo1

Put all released tasks into RunQ;2

if RunQ == null then3

Keep processor idle;4

Continue;5

end6

FindJhigh among RunQ;7

Jact = Jhigh;8

t = current time;9

Determine sact using equation (9);10

ExecuteJact till a new task released orJact completes;11

EndTime= current time;12

if Jact not finishedthen13

IncreaseEXact by amount(EndTime− t)/sact;14

else15

EXact = WCETact;16

end17

end18

Task P WCET AET
T [1] 10ms 4ms 2.4ms
T [2] 10ms 4ms 2.4ms
T [3] 30ms 6ms 1.2ms

Table IV. Task Specification of Ex-
ample 1

Task t du(t) s
J1 0ms 1 1
J2 2.4ms 0.715 1.4
J3 5.76ms 0.730 1.37
J4 10ms 0.667 1.5
J5 13.6ms 0.625 1.6
J6 20ms 0.667 1.5
J7 23.6ms 0.625 1.6

Table V. Calculations pertaining to
duEDFof Example 1 Fig. 6. Task profiles for the task set in Table IV

forwarding; 2)ccEDF (Cycle-conserving RT-DVS) [Pillai and Shin 2001] which updates
the task density dynamically; 3)lpSEHalgorithm [Kim et al. 2002] which uses slack esti-
mation heuristics to absorb slack. Fig 6 sketches the task profiles for a hyper-period for the
competing algorithms. The frequency values are normalizedto the highest frequency, and
the energy values are normalized to the value of non-DVS scheduling profile. This example
shows that our algorithmduEDF utilizes slack more efficiently. Fig 6 also states the en-
ergy consumption values normalized to the nonDVS EDF schedule. Note thatduEDFhas
the lowest energy consumption compared to the three competing dynamic task scheduling
algorithms.
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3.2 Dynamic Task Scheduling When Device Energy is Significant

In this section, we consider the problem of developing dynamic task scheduling algorithms
that minimize the system-level energy (CPU energy + device energy) for cases where the
device energy is significant. The algorithms use a combination of (i) optimal speedsetting,
which is the speed that minimizes the system energy for a specific task, and (ii)limited
preemption, which reduces the number of preemptions in an attempt to reduce the device
standby energy.

The skeleton of the proposed dynamic task scheduling algorithmsduSYSandduSYSPC
is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm outline ofduSYS andduSYS PC

while there exist tasksdo1

Put all released task toRunQand findJhigh;2

Determine and execute Jact by duSYS, duSYS PC;3

if Jact not finishedthen4

Jpre = Jact;5

updateEXpre and putJpre back intoRunQ;6

end7

end8

3.2.1 duSYS - duEDF +θ or ϑ. In section 3.1, we presented AlgorithmduEDFwhich
is energy efficient if only CPU energy is considered. SinceduEDF does not consider
device energy when deciding on the scaling factor, we make the following enhancements.

First, we utilize the optimal scaling factorθ which takes into account the CPU and the
device energy (refer to section 2.3). After calculating dynamic utilizationdu(t) by equation
(8), we comparesdu(t) with the pre-calculated optimalθact (θact = θ[k] if Jact ∈ T [k]) and

set the scaling factor to min
(

max
(

sdu(t),µ−1
)

,θact

)

.

Second, we consider the standby energy of the devices associated with the preempted
tasks in the calculation of the optimal scaling factor. The corresponding scaling factor is
referred to asϑ.

For a DVS processor with discrete voltage / frequency settings,ϑact can be determined
graphically (similar to the method in section 2.3). Since the total device power is larger,
ϑact ≤ θact, and the execution time of the active taskTact reduces in the presence of pre-
empted tasks.

Algorithm 3: DetermineJact andsact in duSYS

Jact = Jhigh;1

if Jpre existsthen2

sact = min
(

max
(

sdu(t),µ−1
)

,ϑact

)

;3

else4

sact = min
(

max
(

sdu(t),µ−1
)

,θact

)

;5

end6

ExecuteJact by factorsact till it finishes, or a new task with higher priority is released;7
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The task selection and scaling factor setting calculation of duSYS(line 3 of Algorithm
2) is shown in Algorithm 3.

Sinceθ[k] andϑ[k] consider the energy contribution of the devices,duSYSachieves sig-
nificant energy savings compared toduEDFwhen device energy is significant.

3.2.2 duSYSPC - Preemption Control.Task preemption helps in better slack utiliza-
tion and has been extensively used in DVS schemes that are based on CPU energy min-
imization [Kim et al. 2004]. However, task preemption increases the lifetime of the pre-
empted task, resulting in an increase in the standby device energy consumption of the
preempted tasks.

Algorithm 4: DetermineJact andsact by duSYS PC

if Jpre existsthen1

τdelay= (WCET−EXact)×
(

sdu(t)−1
)

;2

if τdelay> 0 then3

Jact = Jpre,sact = spre;4

ExecuteJact by factorsact till τdelay, or till it completes, or with higher priority5

thanJhigh is released;
else6

Jact = Jhigh, sact = min
(

sdu(t),ϑhigh
)

;7

ExecuteJact by factorsact till it finishes, or a new task with higher priority is8

released;
end9

else10

Jact = Jhigh;11

sact = min
(

sdu(t),θact
)

;12

ExecuteJact by factorsact till it finishes, or a new task with higher priority is released;13

end14

In this section, we describe a mechanism to reduce the preemption, referred to asPre-
emption Control. At time t, assume thatJhigh (the task with the highest priority) is consid-
ering preempting the execution ofJpre (the active task in the previous time cycle). If we
can delay the execution ofJhigh by a time durationτdelay without deadline violation, and if
Jpre finishes inτdelay, then we can successfully avoid preemption. In some cases,Jpre may
not be able to finish inτdelay. By delaying the preemption ofJpre, the standby energy of all
devices used byJpre is reduced.

The algorithm with preemption control,duSYSPC, is listed in Algorithm 4. The critical
parameter is the delay durationτdelay. If τdelay is calculated using the formulaτdelay =
(WCET−EXact)×

(

sdu(t)−1
)

, the schedulability is not compromised. The argument is
along the same lines as [Kim et al. 2004]. IfJhigh can finish before its deadline by operating
at scaling factors (s= sdu(t) in this algorithm), it can be delayed byτdelay and still finish
before the deadline withs= 1 . So the slackτdelay can be used to executeJpre.

3.2.3 Illustrative Example 2.A simple task set with tasksT [1], T [2] is given in Table
VI. The processor used in the simulation is same as that in Illustrative Example 1 (Section
3.1.3).
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We run the following algorithms for one hyper-period (60 ms)and compare their system-
level energy consumptions: (1) Non-DVS EDF scheduling, (2)duEDF, (3) duSYS, and (4)
duSYSPC. Fig 7 shows the normalized frequency profile for each algorithm, and the en-
ergy consumption normalized to that of non-DVS EDF scheduling. We see that while
duEDF exploits the slack efficiently, its energy consumption is the highest. This is be-
cause stretching the execution time results in the devices being on for a longer period of
time, thereby increasing the device energy. We also see thatfor this example, preemption
control resulted in much greater energy reduction. However, the number of preemptions
is typically quite small, and the energy reduction due to preemption control in a longer
duration is insignificant.

Task T [1] T [2]

P 20ms 60ms
WCET 10ms 20ms
AET 7ms 16ms
Φ D1 D2

Pstd(W) 0.35 0.35
θ 1.22 1.22

Table VI. Task Specification of
Example 2 Fig. 7. Task profiles and normalized energy for the task set inTableVI

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We evaluated the performance of our algorithms by running simulations on a randomly
generated task set. The random task set was based on the Video-Phone system [Shin et al.
2001] which consists of 4 periodic tasks: speech encoding, speech decoding, video encod-
ing and video decoding as shown in Table VII. We chose the Video-Phone task set since
it has been used by many others to evaluate task scheduling algorithms [Shin et al. 2000;
Shin et al. 2001; Shin and Choi 1999; Kim et al. 2002; Choi et al. 2005]. While most of
them used the exact task parameters in Table VII, we introduced randomness into the task
parameters to get a more general result in our experiments.

Table VII. Task specification of Video-Phone application
Task video encoding video decoding speech encoding speech decoding

period (ms) 66.667 66.667 40.000 40.000
WCET (ms) 50.386 9.826 1.844 1.383
Ave.ET (ms) 13.099 1.460 0.907 0.680

The period of the tasks is randomly chosen from 10ms to 100ms,WCETs of the tasks
are chosen to satisfy the utilization constraint (0.1, 0.2,etc.),AET for each task instance
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is evenly distributed in[0.5WCET,WCET]. All the task sets are run in a hyper-period (i.e.
the L.C.M of all periods). We varied the processor utilization of the tasks from 0.1 to 1.0
with a step of 0.1, and ran 100 random task sets for each utilization value.

Three DVS processors were used in the experiments:

• CPU A with Pdyn(1) = 500mW,Pstatic = 200mW; scaling factor ranging continuously
from 1 to 3,Θ = 1.71.

• OMAP5912 with 5 available scaling factors ranging from 1 to 2, andΘ = 2 (see Table
III(a)).

• PXA270 with 5 available scaling factors ranging from 1 to 3, and Θ = 2 (see Table
III(b)).

When no task is being executed, we assume that the processor stays in the idle mode
with power consumption equal to 5% ofPcpu(1). The delay of changing the frequency
from one value to another (including entering or exiting idle mode) is ignored.

4.1 Performance of duEDF

4.1.1 Experiment 1.We first evaluate the performance ofduEDFwith lppsEDF[Shin
et al. 2000],ccEDF (Cycle-conserving RT-DVS) [Pillai and Shin 2001] andlpSEH [Kim
et al. 2002], with respect to only CPU energy consumption.

Fig 8(a) shows the normalized CPU energy consumption for different utilization values
when CPUA is used as the processor. AlgorithmduEDFhas the lowest energy consump-
tions for all the utilization values; the energy savings arein the order of 10-30% with
respect to the non-DVS case. Fig 8(b) shows the complexity evaluated by the CPU time
consumed by running the scheduling algorithm (for one hyperperiod).duEDFhas slightly
higher complexity compared tolppsEDFandccEDF, but significantly lower complexity
compared tolpSEHfor all utilization factors.

(a) Comparison of normalized CPU energy
consumption

(b) Complexity expressed in cpu time consumption

Fig. 8. Experiment 1. Performance of CPUA with respect to (a) CPU energy, (b) complexity.

Fig 9 shows the CPU energy consumption when OMAP5912 and PXA270 (with only
5 discrete scaling factors) are used. AlgorithmduEDF achieves up to 45% energy sav-
ings compared to the non-DVS scheduling when OMAP5912 is used and only up to
20% savings when PXA270 is used. The low energy saving of PXA270 can be ex-
plained with the help of Table III(b) which shows that its largest possible energy saving,
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(a) CPU energy consumption when using OMAP5912(b) CPU energy consumption when using PXA270

Fig. 9. Experiment 1. Comparison of CPU energy consumption when processors (a) OMAP5912 (b) PXA270
are used.

1−Qcpu(Θ)/Qcpu(1), is around 20%. In both cases, the energy savings ofduEDF and
lpSEHare comparable. If however the CPU complexity is taken into account (as shown in
Fig 8.(b)), the performance ofduEDF is better.

4.2 Performance of duSYS and duSYS PC

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed system level energy-efficient
algorithms. We includeduEDFandlpSEHDP [Kim et al. 2004] in the comparison since
duEDF is very efficient in reducing the processor energy consumption, andlpSEHDP
(which is upgraded fromlpSEH with delay preemption logic) is the best algorithm (to
date) for achieving system level energy efficiency for dynamic task scheduling. All the
energy consumption values shown in this section are normalized with respect to non-DVS
scheduling.

4.2.1 Experiment 2.The task setting is the same as before but now each task is associ-
ated with a set of devices. Specifically,Φ[1] = {D1}, Φ[2] = {D1,D2}, Φ[3] = D1 andΦ[4] =
/0. The standby power forD1 is Pstd

1 = 0.2×Pcpu(1) and forD2 is Pstd
2 = 0.3×Pcpu(1). In

addition, we assume that DeviceD j consumes energy value equal toPstd
j ×0.01mswhen it

transits from active state to idle state, andPstd
j ×0.02msvice versa. Furthermore, we add

another energy penalty for preemption that is due to storingand retrieving the data of the
preempted task. In our experiments, this value isPcpu(1)×0.01msper preemption. All
delay penalties during transition are ignored.

Fig 10 and Fig 11 shows the system-level energy consumption of the competing algo-
rithms when run on different processors. Note that the system-level energy includes CPU
energy, device standby energy, device state transition energy and preemption energy. On
the continuously scalable CPU processor (see Fig 10), whileall the algorithms have energy
savings of∼ 20% when only CPU energy is considered, the savings drops to 5-12% when
system-level energy is considered. AlgorithmlpSEHDP does significantly worse and has
higher energy consumption than non-DVS scheduling for low utilization. This is partly
becauselpSEHDP does not consider the optimal scaling factor.

On the OMAP5912 and PXA270 processors (see Fig 11), Algorithm lpSEHDP and
duEDF have the worst performance. The bad performance ofduEDF is attributed to the
fact that it only considers the CPU optimal scaling factor and does not take into account
the contribution from the device standby power. Compared tothe non-DVS scheduling,
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(a) CPU energy consumption (b) system energy consumption

Fig. 10. Experiment 2. Comparison of (a) CPU energy and (b) system-level energy for a CPUA based system.

the system level energy efficient algorithmsduSYSandduSYSPC save up to 12% energy
when CPUA is used, up to 15% energy when OMAP5912 is used, and only up to3%
when PXA270 is used. In all three cases, the improvement ofduSYSPC overduSYSis
very limited.

(a) OMAP5912 based system (b) PXA270 based system

Fig. 11. Experiment 2. Comparison of system-level energy for a system using (a) OMAP5912 and (b) PXA270.

4.2.2 Experiment 3.In this experiment, we study the effect of device power on the
system-level energy consumptions. Three cases are considered here: (i) CPU power domi-
nates, (ii) CPU power and device power are comparable and (iii) device power dominates.
We use the same task settings as Experiment 2, but vary the device power as follows: Case
(i) Pstd

1 = Pstd
2 = 0.05×Pcpu(1); Case (ii)Pstd

1 = 0.2×Pcpu(1),Pstd
2 = 0.3×Pcpu(1); Case

(iii) Pstd
1 = Pstd

2 = 2×Pcpu(1).
Fig 12 compares the system-level energy consumption when the task set is run on the

OMAP5912 processor forµ = 0.7. The result shows that while AlgorithmduSYSand
duSYSPC do better thanlpSEHDP andduEDF, the energy savings achieved by Algo-
rithms duSYSand duSYSPC are quite small when the device power increases. When
device power dominates (case (iii)), AlgorithmsduSYSandduSYSPC have only up to 5%
energy savings compared to non-DVS scheduling. Considering the complexity overhead,
in this case, non-DVS scheduling is the best choice. This observation is substantiated by
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Fig. 12. Experiment 3. Comparison of system-level energy consumptions when running the task set withµ= 0.7
on a OMAP5912 based system for the following cases: (i) CPU power dominates, (ii) CPU power and device
power are comparable and (iii) device power dominates.

equation (6). IfPstatic+P[k]
dev≥ 2Pdyn(1), the optimal scaling factor isθ = (

2Pdyn(1)

Pstatic+P
[k]
dev

)1/3 ≤

1, implying that DVS should not be used.

5. RELATED WORK

In recent years, there has been significant amount of work done in energy-efficient task
scheduling for DVS processors. In this part, we focus on dynamic task scheduling algo-
rithms that handle periodic tasks in single processor systems. Multiple processor schedul-
ing and mixed-task scheduling (periodic task + aperiodic task) problems are beyond the
scope of this paper and have not been considered here.

The existing dynamic task scheduling algorithms can be classified into: (1) those that
are based purely on slack absorption at run time [Yao et al. 1995; Shin and Choi 1999; Kim
et al. 2002], and (2) those that consist of two phases: off-line (based onWCET or other
execution time estimation) followed by an online phase where the slack from the variation
of execution time is greedily absorbed [Shin et al. 2000; Krishna and Lee 2000; Gruian
2001; Shin et al. 2001; Jejurikar and Gupta 2005].

The algorithmlpfps proposed in [Shin and Choi 1999] is a power conscious fixed-
priority scheduling algorithm. It is based on a simple run-time checking scheme: the
processor can either be shut down if there is no released taskor adopt the speed such that
the current active task is finished at its deadline or the release time of the next task. The
advantage of this algorithm is its simplicity which makes iteasy to embed into an operat-
ing system (OS) kernel. The disadvantage is that the algorithm can not fully exploit the
slack because the active task can only be scaled when there isno other released task. The
performance of algorithmlpfps can be improved by adding an off-line phase which pre-
scale all tasks based on processor utilization. The corresponding algorithm,lpps, achieves
significantly higher energy saving [Shin et al. 2000]. Even though these two algorithms are
based on RM scheduling, it is easy to modify them to EDF scheduling by using dynamic
priority and EDF processor utilization instead of the original settings.

An online scheduling algorithm called AVR (Average Rate) isproposed in [Yao et al.
1995] where the processor speed is set to be the summation of the densities of all live tasks.
The density of a taskTj is defined asd j =

Rj
b j−a j

, whereRj is the number of CPU cycles,
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b j is the deadline,a j is the arrival time. The competitive ratio with respect to the optimal
off-line algorithm is also provided.

The performance of dynamic scheduling is highly dependent on the accuracy of the run-
time slack estimation. The algorithms in [Kim et al. 2002; 2003] derive efficient slack
estimation algorithmsl pSEH for dynamic-priority scheduling [Kim et al. 2002], and for
static-priority scheduling [Kim et al. 2003]. Three types of slack are identified: the sum
of the unused times from higher priority task instances already completed, the currently
remaining time of the active task, and the sum of the slack times from the lower prior-
ity task instances. The estimation algorithm updates the unused (remaining) time of each
task, and uses it to calculate the available slack for the current active task. The algorithm
achieves very high slack utilization at the expense of larger run-time complexity. In fact,
a comparison of the energy consumption of six EDF schedulingalgorithms on DVS pro-
cessor in [Kim et al. 2002] shows thatlpSEH[Kim et al. 2002] has near-optimal energy
performance.

Most of the above algorithms [Yao et al. 1995; Quan and Hu 2001; Jejurikar and Gupta
2004; Shin et al. 2000; Krishna and Lee 2000; Jejurikar and Gupta 2005; Shin and Choi
1999; Kim et al. 2002; Pillai and Shin 2001; Kim et al. 2003] donot change the proces-
sor speed until the current active task is finished or preempted. The slack utilization can
clearly be increased if the processor speed can be varied (based on the workload) during
the execution of the task. The intra-task scheduling algorithms [Shin et al. 2001; Shin and
Kim 2001; Seo et al. 2004] determine the start-up speed off-line by analyzing the execu-
tion path, and then scaling down/up the processor speed based on branch selections during
run-time. The algorithm in [Shin et al. 2001] uses the worst case execution path delay to
calculate the start-up speed, while the algorithms in [Shinand Kim 2001] and [Seo et al.
2004] use the average case execution path delay. These are determined by load-profiling
in [Shin and Kim 2001] and by considering branch probabilities in [Seo et al. 2004]. A
more accurate intra-task scheduling algorithm based on stochastic estimates is proposed in
[Gruian 2001]; the processor speed is determined optimallyand can be changed from cycle
to cycle.

All of the earlier work on DVS scheduling is based on operating the processor at the
lowest possible speed provided the deadlines are not violated. The assumption is that
lowering the frequency and voltage lowers the energy consumption. This is certainly true
if only dynamic power consumption is considered. However, in sub-micron technology,
the leakage power is as important as the dynamic power, and scaling the voltage as low as
possible may not result in reduction of total power (dynamic+ leakage). This observation
has been exploited in recent in work [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004; Choi and Chang 2004;
Zhai et al. 2004; Rao and Vrudhula 2005].

The method in [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004; Irani et al. 2003] determines the voltage scal-
ing factor (called critical speed) that minimizes the totalCPU energy consumption for
executing a given task. While analytical results based on the convexity of the curve are
presented in [Irani et al. 2003], the results are validated on a 70-nm technology Crusoe
processor in [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004]. For a DVS processorwith discrete speed settings,
[Rao and Vrudhula 2005] shows that a two speed setting is sufficient to achieve the mini-
mum energy consumption. There are other factors that may also affect the critical speed.
At the processor level, the increase in temperature causes an increase in the leakage, re-
sulting in lower critical speed. At the system level, components such as DC-DC converter
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affect the critical speed as demonstrated recently in [Choiet al. 2005].
In order to reduce the system-level energy consumption, it is important to also consider

the energy consumption of other components such as memory, flash drive, wireless inter-
face, etc. In such a system, extending the execution time of atask results in a reduction
in the CPU dynamic energy consumption but also causes an increase in the device energy
consumption. The method in [Jejurikar et al. 2004] is aimed at reducing the system-level
(CPU + device) energy consumption and considers the critical speed of the DVS processor
that takes into account the leakage of the devices. While thesystem in [Jejurikar et al.
2004] assumes that the voltage/frequency of the devices arenot scalable, the SDRAM
based system in [Choi and Chang 2004] determines the frequency of the memory and the
frequency of the DVS processor that result in the minimum system-level energy consump-
tion. A heuristic algorithm that makes use of the critical speed and the procrastination
algorithm in [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004] (to reduce the overhead during state transition) is
proposed in [Jejurikar et al. 2004] for static scheduling, and in [Jejurikar and Gupta 2005]
for dynamic scheduling. We should mention that the definition of optimal scaling factorin
our work is the same ascritical speedin [Jejurikar and Gupta 2004; Jejurikar et al. 2004;
Irani et al. 2003]. While the key concepts were presented in [Jejurikar et al. 2004], the first
part of this paper provided an analytical analysis for better understanding of the factors that
contribute to system-level energy consumption. Furthermore, this paper presents dynamic
task scheduling algorithms as opposed to static schedulingalgorithm in [Jejurikar et al.
2004].

The system-level energy consumption has been reduced by lowering the number of pre-
emptions in [Kim et al. 2004]. The assumption is that voltageand frequency scaling results
in increased task preemptions and extended task lifetime which translates to higher energy
consumption. The proposed methods include one based on accelerating the current task if
a higher priority task is going to be released, another basedon delaying the higher priority
task even it is already released. The experiments show that delay preemption is an effi-
cient way to reduce the number of preemptions, which in turn reduces the system energy
consumption.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the problem of developing dynamic task scheduling algorithms
that minimize the system-level energy consumption (sum of CPU and device energy). We
first determined the ’optimal’ scaling factor by which a taskshould be scaled to minimize
energy when there are no deadline constraints. Then we developed energy efficient dy-
namic task scheduling algorithms for periodic tasks based on optimal scaling factor and
dynamic utilization. When only the CPU energy is considered, the proposed algorithm
duEDFachieves higher energy saving (up to 45% over the non-DVS scheduling) and has
much lower complexity compared to the existing algorithmlpSEH[Kim et al. 2002]. When
the system energy (CPU energy + device energy) is considered, the proposed algorithms
duSYSandduSYSPC use a combination of optimal speed setting and limited preemption.
For the case when the CPU power and device power are comparable,duSYSandduSYSPC
achieve large energy savings (up to 25%) compared to the CPU-energy efficient algorithm
duEDF and up to 15% energy saving over the non-DVS scheduling algorithm. If the de-
vice power is large compared to the CPU power, then we show that a DVS scheme does not
result in lowest energy. Additionally, the experiments show that the addition of preemption
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control logic does not improve the quality of our solution.
Now if the devices in our system also operate at multiple voltage/frequency levels, the

device power can be broken up into the dynamic part which is scalable and the static
part which is not scalable. While this would change the system-level energy curve, the
convexity property would still hold, and there would still be an optimal scaling factor.
We are currently looking at extending the proposed dynamic task scheduling algorithms
to determine the speed setting of both the CPU and the device for minimum system-level
energy consumption.
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